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{ What is dementia?
Who lives with dementia?
Do people with dementia travel?

Dementia Facts



 It is a progressive, degenerative condition that affects 

thinking and behaviour

 Symptoms include: 
 memory loss
 loss of ability to perform every day tasks
 loss of speech, 
 impaired mobility 
 confusion

Dementia

What is it?



 Dementia is caused by a number of diseases

 About 70% of people with dementia have 
Alzheimer’s disease

 Other dementia causing diseases include
 Vascular diseases 
 Huntington’s disease
 Parkinson’s disease

Dementia causing diseases



The Human Brain



 Globally, 46.8 million people have dementia

 Over 400,000 people have dementia in Australia

 About  60 000 people in Queensland

 The number of people living with dementia in Australia is 
rising and is expected to reach 1 million people by 2056

How many people live with 
dementia?



 Can occur in people from age 30 
 25,100 people live with younger onset dementia

 More likely in older age groups

 1 in 10 over 60 years old

 3 in 10 over 85 years old

 Equally affects men and women

How many people live 
with dementia?



{ People with dementia can keep 
travelling

Dementia and 
travel



 Our population is ageing 
 2017 14% over 65
 2050  about 30% over 65

 The number of older travellers will also 
increase

Travel habits of 
older people



Domestic 
2,433,000

International 
941,638
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 No exact figures available

 Could be up to 100 000 international trips 
and 250 000 domestic trips per year by 
people with dementia in Australia.

How many people 
with dementia are 
flying?



{
Our research

Dementia Collaborative Research 
Centre



How did the research start? 

• Media reports of people with 
dementia becoming 
disoriented and lost at 
airports some with dire 
consequences

• Little research had been done 
on the travelling habits and 
experiences of people with 
dementia

Dr Maria O’Reilly



2015
Survey of people who travelled as a companion someone with dementia 

* On average, travellers with dementia were taking two trips by plane per year 

* Half of the travellers had plans for future air travel 

2016
Assessment of Dementia Friendliness of Brisbane Airport

* Some areas of airport are more dementia friendly than others

* Checkpoints are the least dementia friendly
2017

Development of Airport Guide

Dementia awareness for airport staff

Air Travel and Dementia Research



Context
initial project
Findings of the initial project:
Infrequent flyers? Exploring the issue of air 
travel and dementia

Challenging issues of air travel

• Navigation through the airport

• Passing through the various checkpoints

• People were unsure about the best way 
to get assistance (can inform airline, but 
how to inform security?)



Dementia Friendly Assessment 
results



{ Christine and Paul Bryden –
dementia advocates

How do people 
with dementia 
experience 
airports?



BRISBANE AIRPORT CORPORATION PTY LIMITED
11 THE CIRCUIT, SKYGATE, BRISBANE AIRPORT QLD 4008
PO BOX 61, HAMILTON CENTRAL QLD 4007 AUSTRALIA
T    +61 (0)7 3406 3000       W   BNE.COM.AU

 PARKING
 SIGNAGE
 NOISE
 MOVEMENT
 ESCALATORS
 CROWDS!

! CONFUSION !

Challenges for a person with dementia…



BRISBANE AIRPORT CORPORATION PTY LIMITED
11 THE CIRCUIT, SKYGATE, BRISBANE AIRPORT QLD 4008
PO BOX 61, HAMILTON CENTRAL QLD 4007 AUSTRALIA
T    +61 (0)7 3406 3000       W   BNE.COM.AU

 QUEUES

 SECURITY

 HUSTLE ‘N 
BUSTLE

What is the most difficult part of air travel?

Without 
dementia

With
dementia…



BRISBANE AIRPORT CORPORATION PTY LIMITED
11 THE CIRCUIT, SKYGATE, BRISBANE AIRPORT QLD 4008
PO BOX 61, HAMILTON CENTRAL QLD 4007 AUSTRALIA
T    +61 (0)7 3406 3000       W   BNE.COM.AU

 To get ASSISTANCE to 
boarding gate

 Find QUIET PLACES

 To get us where we want to go…a 
Calm Place in the sky and our 
Adventure with Dementia!

What people with dementia want…



{

How to help 
someone who may 
have dementia 

Strategies for helping a person 
with dementia



{

Am I in Cairns?



Symptom:
Difficulty in forming memories and retaining information

What this might look like:
Does not know where they are travelling to
Cannot remember or recall instructions, even if you just said them

What you can do?
Speak slowly
Calmly repeat instructions
Show the person what you need them to do
Write down instructions on paper. 
Ask if they are travelling with someone 



Is this your bag?



Symptom:
Language processing

What this might look like:
Cannot find the right words to answer questions

What you can do?
Be patient
Speak slowly 
Keep sentences short and simple, focus on one idea at a time.

Do not separate person with dementia from 
travelling companion



My flight was cancelled.  
I don’t know what to do



Symptom:
Difficulty solving problems and make plans

What this might look like:
The person might not cope well with changes in plan – for 
example if a flight is delayed, cancelled or if they miss a 
connecting flight

What you can do:
Show them where they need to go
Ask them who they are travelling with
Reassure them
Take them to a quiet place to wait



Why do I have 
to do that?



Symptom:
Difficulty regulating emotions

What this might look like:
The person may become agitated , say or do something 
inappropriate

What I can do?
Stay calm.
Talk in a gentle, matter of fact way.
Take the person to a quiet space that will help the person 
calm down.
Do not separate person with dementia from travelling 
companion



Other helpful ideas

Many people with dementia 
request wheelchair assist, even if 
they do not have mobility problems

Many people with dementia do not 
like travelling in people carriers.



Take home message
 People with dementia travel by air

 The number of people with dementia that use the 
airport will likely increase

 If come across someone who might have 
dementia:
 You may need to repeat instructions, or write them 

down.
 Take the time to talk calmly if people seem to 

be agitated or distressed
 Have a quiet space to take people if they 

become confused or agitated
 Keep people with their travelling companion



 Any questions or 
comments?
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